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2015 Emerald Dinner - the best yet!
Valerie Taylor AM, our Guest of Honour and Guest
Speaker, had 170 guests enthralled with tales of her
remarkable underwater adventures and film-making
escapades. Following her talk, Robyn Williams AM
presented Valerie with the 2015 Emerald Award “in
honour of her lifelong devotion to the conservation of the
marine environment and as an advocate for the protection
and preservation of marine wildlife and habitats”.
The evening commenced with some hilarity as our
MC, Tracey Holmes was delayed. Undaunted, SIMS’
Ambassador Adam Spencer, jumped up, announced
that he was Tracey Holmes, and got the evening under
way with a flourish.
Later, Emily-Rose Sarkova and Susie Bishop delighted
the guests with their French themed music and singing.
The dinner finished with auctioneer Glen Wirth, of
LJ Hooker, Seaforth, doing his usual superb job with
our auctions and fund raising.

Above:
Valerie Taylor with one of her many shark photos
Below left:
Emily-Rose Sarkova and Susie Bishop
Below right: Robyn Williams presenting the Emerald Award to Valerie Taylor

SIMS was 10 years old in November 2015
It has been a decade of remarkable progress
SIMS has excellent scientists who
have done a great job but much
of this development would not
have been possible without our
supporters.
We are most grateful for the
support that we have received
from Governments, philanthropic
institutions, corporate partners and
individuals.

Email: foundation@sims.org.au

Best wishes for the Festive
Season to all of our supporters
and friends from everyone at
SIMS.
2016 will be another exciting
year of progress at SIMS as we
move into our second decade.
We shall keep you up to date
via our newsletters and the
SIMS web site.
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OPERATION
CRAYWEED
Vast underwater forests have gone missing
from the Sydney coastline with repercussions
for local fish, abalone, crayfish and coastal
marine biodiversity.
OPERATION CRAYWEED aims to raise money
to scale-up the restoration of Sydney’s
underwater forests by bringing crayweed
back to the reefs where it once flourished
and with it, the marine life whose survival
depends on it.
You can get involved via the crowdfunding
website at:
http://www.pozible.com/project/202503

THE STORY OF CRAYWEED
Seaweeds may not be the most glamorous of sea creatures, but
they’re vitally important. Like trees on the land, seaweeds form
vast underwater forests that provide critical food and habitat
for hundreds of species, all while quietly capturing atmospheric
carbon and producing precious oxygen.
‘Crayweed’ forms dense forests on shallow reefs all the way from
Port Macquarie down to Tasmania. Not that long ago, crayweed
also flourished along the Sydney coastline, but it disappeared
completely during the 1980s - from Palm Beach all the way to
Cronulla.
We think this extinction was the result of previous poor sewage
practice – poor treatment and release too close to the shore –
thankfully this stopped in the 1990s. Since then Sydney water
quality has improved dramatically BUT the crayweed forests have
never returned.

Crayweed provides food and habitat to a huge diversity of fish
and invertebrates, including economically important abalone
and crayfish. Other species of seaweed do not play the same role
in Sydney’s marine environment. Losing crayweed is bad news
for our local marine biodiversity and for any of us who love our
coastline, enjoy eating seafood and diving or fishing.
A team from SIMS and UNSW has begun restoring crayweed
back to Sydney (http://www.operationcrayweed.com)
Healthy, fertile adult plants from existing populations are
transplanted by attaching them to deforested rocks using a
biodegradable mesh. After three to six months, the crayweed
produce lots of babies which, after a year or two, become adults
themselves ...and so you go from a desert to a forest.
The “Operation Crayweed” team has initiated a crowdfunding
project to scale up the restoration of this key habitat-forming
seaweed back to the coast of Sydney. They initially set a target of
$20,000 which will enable the team to restore four sites between
Palm Beach and Cronulla. However, the response, after 7 days,
has already been so overwhelming that they are now hoping to be
able to restore 6 or even 8 sites.

Official opening of the
SIMS Discovery Centre
The Hon. Anthony Roberts, NSW Minister for Industry,
Resources and Energy, opened the Centre on 16th
November. Cutting the ribbon, we have (left to right)
Dr. John Keniry AM, Chair of SIMS
Prof. Peter Steinberg, CEO & Director of SIMS
The Hon. Anthony Roberts MP
Bookings to visit the Discovery Centre can be made by
email at sims@sims.org.au
There is something for everyone in the Discovery Centre.
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National Marine Science Plan
Our marine economy is forecast to grow at three times the
rate of Australia’s gross domestic product over the next
decade. Its 2012 contribution of $47 billion will grow to
$100 billion per annum by 2025.
The National Marine Science Plan was launched at Parliament
House, Canberra in August 2015 by The Hon. Ian Macfarlane,
Minister for Industry and Science. Over 500 marine scientists,
representatives of 23 research institutions, universities and
government departments worked to produce this plan. SIMS’
scientists were deeply involved in producing parts of the plan
and Peter Steinberg was a member of the Executive Committee
responsible for the overall plan. The entire document is on the
web: http://frdc.com.au/environment/NMSC-WHITE/Pages/
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The plan (reproduced here from page 6 of the National Marine
Science Plan) sets out the GRAND CHALLENGES and the
10 YEAR STEPS TO SUCCESS. This 10 year blueprint is really
important if Australia is to achieve its potential in the Blue
Economy and it dovetails very nicely with the recent Federal
Government Innovations Package.
The importance of science is best highlighted by this quote
from the Director of the White House Office of Science and
Technology Policy, Mr. John Holdren:
“Science is the foundation upon which sound management of
ocean and coastal resources is based”.
We at SIMS look forward to contributing significantly to the
excellence of science required for this Blue Economy.
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HOW PHILANTHROPY HELPED SIMS BECOME A MAJOR
MARINE RESEARCH INSTITUTE IN JUST 10 YEARS
SIMS was founded in November 2005. Philanthropy has played
a huge role in helping SIMS become the dynamic research
institute that it is to-day.
Challenge #1: How does SIMS develop its research facilities?
SIMS started with almost nothing, just a few borrowed
microscopes. In 2007, a large philanthropic grant was the trigger
for almost $21 million additional funding to enable SIMS to
construct the world class research facilities that exist now at its
Chowder Bay headquarters.
Challenge #2: How can SIMS develop its science capability?
SIMS commenced to operate the NSW node of IMOS, Australia’s
ocean research program, in 2007. But we needed a high profile
local presence. Another major philanthropic grant enabled SIMS
to initiate the Sydney Harbour Research Program. This program
has catapulted SIMS into a position of prominence by:
• Establishing it as a leader in the field of urban marine
ecology.
• Providing the research that enables SIMS to contribute
actively to shaping Government policy.
• Providing opportunities for extensive media exposure.
Challenge #3: How will SIMS enthuse and inform Australians
about science?
Yet again, philanthropy came to the rescue. A major grant
allowed SIMS to create the successful community outreach
program that it has now. SIMS’ outreach extends to people of all
ages from primary school to university of the third age.

Challenge #4: How to take SIMS global to collaborate with
leading marine scientists around the world?
The Sydney Harbour Research Program (SHRP)is recognised
as a world leading program to develop the science to manage
Sydney’s urban marine environment for the long term. Similarly,
many of the world’s major cities are situated on the coast or on
large estuaries and because of the increasing urbanization of
the planet, this interaction and exposure to urban waterways is
increasingly the main way in which people experience the marine
environment.
A major grant enabled SIMS to initiate the World Harbour
Project (WHP) that was launched at the IUCN World Parks
Congress in November 2014. SIMS is leading the WHP which
is a partnership of global cities built around marine waterways, to
develop the SHRP model into a global project on the functioning,
biodiversity, health, use and management of urban harbours.
The ultimate goal of the Project is to develop a global model for
“future proofing” urban waterways.

Our Harbour Our Asset - placing a value on Sydney Harbour
Sydney Harbour and our coastal beaches are arguably Sydney’s greatest
environmental assets - but how do we place a value on them?
SIMS has released a new technical report, “Our Harbour Our Asset”,
by SIMS Visiting Fellow and resource economist, Caroline Hoisington.
The report is the first we know of that attempts to cover all the economic
activities and values of the Harbour, from revenues for port functions,
tourism and businesses to values of real estate, waterside parks and
ecosystem services. Only some of the twenty-plus categories are given a
valuation, but it is a first step in attempting to place a value on Sydney
Harbour. Our goal is to complement the scientific research on Sydney
Harbour with economic assessments so that we can see the true value
of the Harbour in its overall context.
We hope that this will help to protect the Harbour from the threats that
it faces and to identify opportunities to improve it.
The full report is available on the SIMS website at:
http://sims.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/Our-Harbour-OurAsset_final.pdf
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MAJOR SUPPORTERS OF
SIMS & SIMS FOUNDATION

FOUNDING PARTNERS OF
SIMS FOUNDATION

Trustee of SIMS Foundation
SIMS Foundation Limited
Directors
Charlie Shuetrim AM, Chair
Brian Greig
Dr. John Keniry AM
Kim McKay AO
Heather Power
Tracey Steggall
Professor Peter Steinberg
Professor Frank Talbot AM
Auditors
Duncan Dovico
SIMS’ Patron
Robyn Williams AM
SIMS’ Ambassadors
Valerie Taylor AM
Adam Spencer

CONTACT US
SIMS Foundation:
Building 19
Chowder Bay Road,
Mosman, NSW 2088
Tel: (02) 9435-4600
foundation@sims.org.au

TO MAKE A DONATION:
Go to www.sims.org.au
and follow the prompts or
contact us directly at
foundation@sims.org.au.

FOUNDING SHAREHOLDERS OF SIMS

the
foundation
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